Background: The mutation rate of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) is estimated to be 100,000 times lower than that of short tandem repeats (STRs), which makes SNPs very suitable for relationship testing. The SNPforID multiplex assay was the first SNP typing assay that was a real alternative to the commonly used STR kits in kinship and crime case work and the first SNP assay to be validated in a forensic laboratory accredited according to the ISO17025 standard. Methods: A total of 54 crime case samples were typed with the SNPforID multiplex assay. 30 samples from relationship cases were sequenced in selected SNP loci. Results: It was demonstrated that mixtures were easily detected with the SNPforID assay by analyzing the signal strengths of the detected alleles. Unusual imbalances in signal strengths that were observed in a few individuals could be explained by unexpected SNPs in one of the primer binding sites. A complicated relationship case with four closely related individuals is presented. Conclusion: Mixtures can be detected with bi-allelic SNPs. The SNPforID assay is a very useful supplement to the STR kits in relationship testing. 
Introduction
The number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human genome is estimated to be 10-11 million with an average of 1 SNP per 275 base pairs (bp). The vast majority of SNPs have only two alleles, and the average mutation rate at a particular base pair position is extremely low (approximately 10 -7 to 10 -9 ). For these reasons, SNPs have been used extensively to map the history of populations and for studying the association between SNP markers and traits and diseases. Within the forensic community, SNPs have attracted a lot of attention in the last decade, and this is likely to continue as forensic genetic research now includes markers that reveal information about ethnic origin, physical traits, molecular pathology, etc. For human identification and relationship testing, SNPs have already proved to be valuable markers and SNPs are used by some laboratories in routine case work investigations. SNPs are mainly used as supplementary markers, but there are situations where SNPs may be the best choice of markers. If the DNA is highly degraded, there is a much higher chance of obtaining results with SNP markers than with short tandem repeat (STR) markers, because SNPs may be amplified on very short amplicons (<100 bp) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, the commonly used STR kits amplify 15-17 STRs, and one mutation is expected to occur in one of the loci typed with these kits in approximately 3% of all meioses. If 1-2 genetic inconsistencies are detected between a child and the alleged parents in a relationship case, it can be difficult to draw a conclusion because the inconsistencies may be mutations or indicate that one of the alleged parents may not be the true biological parent [6.-10] . In contrast, mutations occur 100,000 times less frequently in SNPs than in STRs, and inconsistencies caused by mutations in SNP loci are extremely rare.
The SNPforID consortium (www.snpforid.org) developed a SNP typing assay for human identification purposes that made it possible to amplify 52 SNPs from diminutive amounts of genomic DNA [1] . All SNP loci were amplified in one PCR reaction, and the SNPs were analyzed by two single base extension (SBE) reactions and capillary electrophoresis. The SBE products were injected into the same capillary with 5-min intervals and analyzed in one data file [1, 11] .
The main criteria for selection of the SNP loci in the SNPforID multiplex were i) that the SNPs were highly polymorphic in most human populations (heterozygosity > 0.32), ii) that the SNPs were not in linkage disequilibrium, iii) that the SNPs were unlikely to be associated with cellular functions or with STR loci commonly used in forensic genetics investigations, and iv) that all SNPs could be amplified by PCR in one reaction [1] .
The sensitivity and the overall robustness of the SNPforID multiplex assay were improved when the assay was validated for forensic genetic case work according to the ISO 17025 standard. In the validation process, the number of SNPs typed o C for 30 s. Excess nucleotides were removed by addition of 1 l (1 U/ l) shrimp alkaline phosphatase to the SBE mix and incubation at 37 °C for 30 min followed by 75 °C for 15 min. 2 l SBE products were mixed with 20 l Hi-Di formamide (Applied Biosystems) and 0.1 l GeneScan™ 120 Liz ® size standard (Applied Biosystems). The SBE products were analyzed by capillary electrophoresis using 3130xl Genetic Analyzers (Applied Biosystems) with 36 cm capillary arrays and POP-4 polymer (Applied Biosystems) as previously described [1, 11] . Analysis was made using GeneScan Analysis 3.7 with peak thresholds set to 50 RFUs. Allele calls were made independently by two analysts using Genotyper 3.7 macros, where peaks detected in pre-defined allele windows with peak heights larger than 10% (blue color), 7% (green color) or 5% (yellow and red color) of the maximum peak height in the respective color were labeled with allele name, peak height, and size. Every phenotype call was evaluated based on the peak height(s) of the allele(s) according to predefined guidelines for allele calling [11] . The two independent analyses were compared. If the allele calls differed, the analyses of the electropherograms were repeated by both analysts. If the results differed after the second analysis, the results were failed, and the sample was investigated again. All samples were analyzed at least twice, and the results from the two experiments were compared. If the results differed, the sample was analyzed a third time. The following cycle program was used: denaturation and enzyme activation at 95 C for 11 min, 24 cycles of 94 C for 1 min, 59 C for 1 min and 72 C for 1 min, followed by 60 min at 60 C. For the GenePrint FFFL kit, one 1.2 mm FTA card punch was mixed with 1 l GoldST*R 10x buffer (Promega), 1 l 10x primer mix (Promega), 0.08 l AmpliTaq Gold (Applied Biosystems) and 8 l ddH 2 O. The following cycle program was used: denaturation and enzyme activation at 95 C for 11 min, 10 cycles of 94 C for 1 min, 60 C for 1 minand 70 C for 1.5 min, followed by 14 cycles of 90 C for 1 min, 60 C for 1 min and 70 C for 1.5 min, followed by 60 min at 60 C. PCR reactions were performed in a GeneAmp ® PCR system 9700 thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems). A total of 1.5 l PCR product was mixed with 15 l Hi-Di™ formamide (Applied Biosystems) and 0.3 l GeneScan™ 500 HD Liz ® size standard (Applied Biosystems) or 0.1 l GeneScan™ 400 HD ROX™ size standard (Applied Biosystems), and analyzed on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) with a 36 cm capillary array, POP-4™ polymer (Applied Biosystems) and 6 second injections at 3,000 V. Data were analyzed independently by two analysts using GeneScan ® analysis software v. 3.7 and Genotyper ® analysis software v. 3.7 (Applied Biosystems), and the results were compared. The minimum peak height was set to 50 relative fluorescence units (RFUs) for all dyes. All samples were analyzed at least twice, and the results from the two experiments were compared. If the results differed, the sample was analyzed a third time. Børsting/Mikkelsen/Morling pose of the quality gauge was two-fold; firstly, to ensure a clear and quantitative distinction between heterozygous and homozygous allele calls, and secondly, to identify unusual phenotype calls by a simple and fast method that allows the person doing the analysis to focus on these individual results. An added bonus to the detailed analysis of every phenotype call was the important information about the sample that may be deduced by looking at the number of loci failing to fulfill the quality gauge. Many homozygous allele calls with low signal-to-noise ratios indicates that the sample was weakly amplified, which increase the risk of allele dropouts, whereas many heterozygous allele calls with unusual peak height ratios are clear indications of a mixture. 50 crime case samples were typed with the SNPforID assay. 30 samples were single-source samples, and 20 samples were judged to be two-person mixtures based on previous STR analyses. All heterozygous allele calls from the 50 samples were collected, and the peak height ratios for each locus were normalized to one by dividing by the average peak height ratio of that locus [11] . As shown in figure 2, the normalized peak height ratios from the single-source samples were approximately one, as expected. In contrast, there was a large variation in the normalized peak height ratios from two-person mixtures ( fig. 2b ). Almost half of the peak height ratios did not fulfill the quality gauges, and for 163 of the 631 heterozygous allele calls the peak height ratios were two times higher or lower than the acceptable range. With single-source samples, we have never observed more than one locus where the peak height ratio was two times higher or lower than the acceptable range, and in each case the ratio could be explained by a mutation in one of the primer binding sites (table 1) [11, 13] .
DNA Sequencing

SNP Analyses
It is sometimes possible to deduce the STR types of the contributors in simple mixtures. The resolution of mixed STR profiles has been described in detail previously [23, 24] . It involves an estimation of the number of individuals in the mixture, an estimation of the mixture proportion, and an analysis of all possible genotype combinations based on the signal strengths of the detected alleles. This type of analysis is not program was used: denaturation at 95 °C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s, 60 °C or 58 °C for 15 s and 72 °C for 30 s followed by 5 min at 72 °C. PCR products were sequenced using the BigDye Terminator Kit (Applied Biosystems) as recommended by the manufacturer. The results were analyzed on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) with a 36 cm capillary array and POP-4 polymer (Applied Biosystems).
Calculation of Paternity Indices
Paternity indices (PIs) were calculated using DNAVIEW 28,103 and inhouse frequency databases for Danes. STR allele frequencies will be published elsewhere. SNP allele frequencies were previously published [1, 13] . Calculations were performed under the assumption that silent alleles exist. The frequency of silent alleles was set to (x + 1) / (n + 1), where x was the number of observed silent alleles and n was the total number of observed alleles. Six of the 49 SNPs are positioned on the same chromosome arm as another SNP in the multiplex [1, 11] , and these SNP pairs will occasionally be inherited as haplotypes and not as independent loci. Only 43 SNPs, positioned at each end of the chromosomes, were used for calculation of PI. The mutation rate of STRs and SNPs were set to 0.003-0.004 and 0.000001, respectively.
Results
Mixture Determination
Lack of efficiency in identification of mixtures or contaminated samples has been mentioned as an important disadvantage of bi-allelic markers in forensic genetic investigations [20] [21] [22] . A sample typed with one of the standard STR kits with 10-17 STRs may easily be identified as a mixture, if more than two alleles are detected in several loci. This simple form of interpretation cannot be used for bi-allelic markers such as SNPs or insertion/deletion (indel) polymorphisms. Instead, it is necessary to analyze the relative signal strength(s) of the alleles in detail.
We developed a quality gauge on each phenotype call when the SNPforID assay was validated for relationship testing [11] . The quality gauge was based on the peak height(s) of the detected allele(s); e.g., for the locus rs1024116, the peak height ratio for heterozygous allele calls should be 1.1-2.8 (G/A), and the signal-to-noise ratio should be at least 10 and 5 for the G and A homozygous allele call, respectively. The pur- and the rs938283 loci were observed in 10 and 5 unrelated individuals of African descent, respectively. The other polymorphisms were only observed in one or two families.
Case Example
A complicated relationship case with four closely related individuals was investigated. There was strong suspicion of incest between the mother (M) of an unborn boy (C) and either her father (AF1) or her full sibling (AF2). The question raised was, whether the father or the brother of the mother was the father of the child ( fig. 1 ). After the initial investigation of 18 autosomal STRs, neither AF1 nor AF2, could be excluded as the father, and both men were included according to the Danish rules of reporting a PI > 10 4 (table 2) . One genetic inconsistency between the child and AF2 or between the child and the mother was observed in D13S317 ( fig. 1c) . If a mutation had occurred, it would have been a 4-step mutation, which is a rare mutation event [25, 26] . Nevertheless, the results in D13S317 accounts for almost all of the difference in PI between AF1 and AF2, and it was not possible to deduce whether AF1 or AF2 was the father. Supplementary investigations of 49 SNPs using the SNPforID multiplex were performed, and two additional mismatches were observed ( fig.  1c) . At the rs1029047 locus, there was a genetic inconsistency between the child and AF2 or between the child and the mother, and at the rs733164 locus, C and AF2 were homozygous for different alleles. The SNP results clearly indicated that AF2 was not the father, and the PI for AF2 was less than 1. Based on the combined STR and SNP results, it was reported that AF1 was more than 1 million times as likely to be the father as AF2.
AF1 was presumed to be the father of M and AF2 (PI was 4 × 10 14 and 6 × 10 16 , respectively) in all calculations; however, there was a mismatch between AF1 and both M and AF2 at the rs1029047 locus ( fig. 1c) . Sequencing confirmed that AF1 was homozygous A at the rs1029047 locus, but heterozygous A/T at a position 9 bp upstream of rs1029047 (data not shown). This SNP (rs79672047) was reported to the NCBI dbSNP database in March 2011 by the 1,000 Genomes Project, and it was identified by sequencing in 10 unrelated individuals and 5 of their family members (table 1) . Presumably, the rs79672047 T allele resulted in weak binding of the rs1029047 SBE primer to the PCR products. A very faint A signal was sometimes detected with the SNPforID multiplex in some individuals, but often the signal was lost completely. Sequencing possible for mixed SNP (or indel) profiles. The mixture proportion or the number of contributors cannot be estimated from the SNP results alone. Even if that type of information was available from e.g. STR analyses, only the genotype of the major contributor may be deduced. Consider a 1:10 twoperson mixture where both alleles are detected. If the peak height ratio is acceptable according to the quality gauge, it is likely that the major contributor is heterozygous at that locus. However, it is impossible to deduce the phenotype of the minor contributor. The minor contributor may be heterozygous or homozygous for either allele. If the peak height ratio in a 1:10 mixture is unacceptable, the major contributor is likely to be homozygous for the allele with the strongest signal. The minor contributor is likely to carry the allele with the weakest signal, but it is not possible to deduce whether the minor contributor is homozygous or heterozygous at that locus. If the two individuals contributed more or less equally to the mixture, neither of the profiles can be deduced. Consider a locus, where the detected peak height ratio is 3 and the expected ratio is 1. They may be achieved in two ways: i) a 3:1 mixture of two individuals that are homozygous for the two different alleles, or ii) a 2:1 mixture of a homozygous and heterozygous individual. If one of the contributors in the mixtures is known and the mixture proportion can be estimated accurately, it may be possible to deduce the bi-allelic genotypes. However, that will introduce bias into the analysis and therefore is not recommendable [24] .
For complex mixtures with three or more individuals, the mixed SNP profile will be essentially useless. Both alleles are likely to be detected at a large number of loci, and any individual in the population will match the sample at these loci. Furthermore, deducing the individual SNP types, even for the major contributor, will be extremely difficult.
Silent and Partially Silent Alleles
Unusual peak height ratios were observed for some SNP loci during the validation of the SNPforID multiplex [11, 13] and during routine case work investigations. If the ratios were reproducible, and sometimes inheritable, the samples were selected for sequencing in order to determine the reasons for the unusual ratios. New PCR primer sets for five loci were designed (table 1) , and the PCRs were optimized. The resulting fragments included the entire fragment amplified with the SNPforID multiplex and allowed sequencing of both the PCR and SBE primer sequences used in the SNPforID assay. Four SNPs in primer binding sites and one apparent deletion were identified in the 5 loci (table 1) . Three of the SNPs were recently characterized by the 1,000 Genomes Project (www. genome.gov), whereas the SNP near the rs763869 locus was unknown. The deletion in the rs1031825 locus was detected in two related individuals (father and child). The individuals were apparently homozygous for the deletion since no signals from the SBE reaction and no amplification products were detected in either individual. The SNPs near the rs1029047 Børsting/Mikkelsen/Morling terpretation of the results. The quality gauges overcome most of these problems. Unfortunately, there is no analysis software available, where the quality gauges may be defined. Instead, a text file must be exported from the analysis software, and the typing results must be analyzed in a simple spreadsheet. This is inconvenient and somewhat time-consuming. If the quality gauges could be defined in the analysis software, analysis would be simple and swift. Identification of mixtures or contaminated samples is essential to all forensic genetic investigations. Clearly, it is easier to identify mixtures with highly polymorphic markers, such as STRs, than with bi-allelic markers. However, the results in figure 2 demonstrate that mixtures can be identified easily also with SNP markers. Two unrelated individuals from the Danish allele frequency database with 371 individuals have an average of 20-21 identical phenotypes (range 6-37). Thus, it is expected that mixed SNP profiles cannot fulfill the predefined quality gauges in many loci, which is confirmed by the results in figure 2 . The experiment in figure 2 is used as a training set for new analysts in our laboratory. So far, the trained analysts have been able to identify all mixtures. Furthermore, we have been able to identify all mixtures in controlled two-person mixture experiments with mixture ratios from 1:1 up to 1:40 if there were at least 50-100 pg of the minor contributor in the mixture (data not shown) [11] .
Today, the SNPforID multiplex is a routine investigation in our laboratory. It provides us with an assay that can solve most relationship cases with high statistical weight and with a very low risk of detecting a mutation. Furthermore, it makes it possible to type highly degraded sample materials. In combination, the SNPforID multiplex provides us with an assay that is very well suited for disaster victim identifications, where the samples from the victims may be highly degraded and the victims need to be identified via their relatives. passed on the rs79672047 T / rs1029047 A haplotype, which results in a silent rs1029047 A allele with the SNPforID multiplex assay, to M and AF2, whereas AF1 passed on the normal rs79672047 A / rs1029047 A haplotype to the child C.
Discussion
The SNPforID multiplex assay was validated for relationship case work in our laboratory in 2007, where it replaced typing of variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) [11, 13] . Today, the assay is used in all cases that are not trios (womanchild-man) and in all cases where 1-2 mismatches were detected between the child and one of the alleged parents. Approximately 80 cases with SNP typing results are reported each year. Half are paternity cases, and the other half are immigration cases. The case example shown above is a good example of how useful the SNPforID assay is in complicated relationship cases, and we recently published other case examples from our own laboratory [27, 28] and case examples from other laboratories that were reinvestigated with the SNPforID assay [29] . The assay itself has worked robustly after the improvements made during the validation [11] , and the typing success rate for any SNP in any experiment since the assay was introduced in routine case work was 98%. Full SNP profiles were obtained in 78% of all experiments, which is 10-15% lower than the number of full STR profiles obtained with the AmpFlSTR Identifiler (unpublished data) and the AmpFlSTR Identifiler direct kits [30] . With a few exceptions (table 1) , full SNP profiles from duplicate typings were reported for all individuals.
The introduction of the quality gauge on each phenotype call [11] greatly simplified the analyses of the electropherograms and standardized the process. Analysis is no longer an expert evaluation of the typing results. Instead, it can be documented how analysis should proceed and what guidelines apply to each phenotype call. Interlaboratory exercises within the SNPforID consortium [2] and the European DNA Profiling Group [31] revealed that most errors occurred in the analysis of the electropherograms. Clearly, it was inconvenient for the analyst that the alleles from the same locus appeared in separate windows and that the signal strengths of the two alleles were not balanced, which increased the risk of false in-
